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Get the most current information about clinical
best practices for pediatric medicine with PEMSoft
PEMSoft is the definitive resource for evidence-based, pediatric clinical information at the
point-of-care with strong safety orientation designed to minimize adverse outcomes.
•

A unique clinical information tool and unprecedented multimedia
medical library with thousands of images and videos for the diagnosis and
management of preterm infants to young adults.

•

Created by pediatricians and emergency departments for clinicians who
work in a wide range of clinical settings—including emergency rooms, acute
care facilities, pediatric group practices and teaching.

•

The vast scope of content is updated continuously by hundreds of clinical
editors worldwide using a rigorous evidence-based editing process.

•

PEMSoft is designed for portable computing on smart phones and tablets
with a unique format and intuitive interface that allows clinicians to find
answers within seconds at the bedside.

Each topic includes:
Definition
Classification
Clinical Presentation
Science/Etiology
Diagnostic Studies
Differential Diagnosis
Treatment
Complications

Prognosis
Disposition
Prevention/Education
Case Definition
Tips
Current References
with PubMed Links

PEMSoft mobile app available for
iPhone, iPad & Android

Additional features include:
•

Resus Tool Module: The world’s first length, age or weight-based
resuscitation reference tool and calculator for instantaneous drug dosing
and equipment sizing

•

Trauma Module: Comprehensive mini-textbook on the entire range of
pediatric injury and current management approaches

•

Signs & Symptoms Module: Library of all common signs and symptoms of
childhood, with directed clinical approaches

•

Procedures Module: Explicit, step-by-step compendium of emergency
and critical care procedures in childhood, with vast video support

PEMSoft is...

Information you can trust

•

Optimized for speed at the point-of-care

•

Assessment and safety oriented

•

Rich with multimedia and bedside tools

The PEMSoft editorial faculty is led by a team of world
renowned, pediatric emergency physicians, including
Ron Dieckmann, MD.

•

Deep in scope: over 1,000 acute-care topics

•

Web and mobile—usable everywhere

Evidence-based methodology
for creating content
1. Systematically identify the evidence
2. Systematically select the best available
evidence from that identified
3. Systematically evaluate the selected evidence
(critical appraisal)
4. Objectively reflect the relevant findings and
quality of the evidence
5. Synthesize multiple evidence reports
6. Derive conclusions and recommendations
from the evidence synthesis; obtain
peer review
7. Change the conclusions when new evidence
alters the best available evidence

All PEMSoft authors adhere to a strict evidence-based editorial
policy focused on systematic identification, evaluation and
consolidation of practice-changing clinical literature.

Resus Tool Module:
The first interactive length/age/weight-based
resuscitation reference tool for drug dosing
and equipment sizing
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